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Pacific Gas and Electric Company 77 Beate Street

San Francisco, CA 94106

415I972 7000
TWX910 372 6587

James D. Shiffer

Vice President

Nuclear Power Generation

February 10, 1989

PGEE Letter No. DCL-89-034

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTN: Document Control Desk
Hashington, D.C. 20555

Re: Docket No. 50-275, OL-DPR-80
Docket No. 50-323, OL-DPR-82
Diablo Canyon Units 1 and 2

Response to BNL Comments on
Probabi listic Risk Assessment

Gentlemen:

As requested in NRC letter dated January 10, 1989, enclosed are
PGhE's responses to the comments and requests for information
contained in the two Brookhaven National Laboratory reports on the
low pressure and high pressure functions of the emergency core
cooling system. Additionally, the responses provide clarifying
information on three items regarding low pressure functions.

Kindly acknowledge receipt of this material on the enclosed copy of
this letter and return it in the enclosed addressed envelope.

Sincerely,

. D. Shif r

cc: N. Chokshi
R. Fitzpatrick, BNL
3. B. Martin
M. M. Mendonca
P. P. Narbut
B. Norton
H. Rood
B. H. Vogler
CPUC
Diablo Distribution
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PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY

RESPONSE TO BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY LETTER REPORT-02/REV.1:

"A REVIEW OF SYSTEMS ANALYSIS IN THE DCPRA:

HIGH PRESSURE FUNCTIONS OF THE EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM"

FEBRUARY 10, 1989





1.0 General Discussion

The following two sections provide PG&E's responses to the comments and
requests for additional information as presented in section 3.3 and section
3.4 of BNL's Letter Report-02/Rev.l, High Pressure Functions of The
Emergency Core Cooling System.

I

2.0 Response to Comments

The following are PG&E's responses to the comments found on page 7 of
section 3.3 of BNL Letter Report-02/Rev.l.

BNL Comment

"The hardware unavailability value given by PG&E for the boundary condition
HRA is in disagreement with the BNL value. According to the boundary
condition definition given in the DCPRA for the HRA case (4kV Buses F and H
failed), BNL believes that the value should be equal to 1.0. This boundary
condition results in failure to isolate the RWST from the high pressure
pumps, and therefore, according to the assumed success criterion No. 1, the
high pressure recirculation function will fail. The use of the BNL split
fraction value in the event tree quantification could possibly cause a
significant change in the value of the core damage frequency and the
ranking of leading sequences."

es onse to Comment

Split fraction HRA was quantified for the boundary condition where 4kV
buses F and H have failed. Under this boundary condition, it is known that
the safety injection system is unavailable due to the failure of SI pumpsll and 12 which require power from buses F and H respectively. Therefore
success of HRA requires a flow path from the discharge of RHR pump trainll(i.e. powered from 4kV bus G) to the suction of the charging pumps. The
BNL comment suggests that due to the loss of support for the valves in the
minimum flow line from the SI pumps to the RWST (Blocks C and D of the
reliability block diagram), it is not possible to isolate the RWST from SI
pumps and therefore HRA should be equal to 1.0 (i.e. guaranteed failed).
Top Event RF models the operator actions required to switch over to cold
leg recirculation. The operator action is assessed assuming the hardware
responds correctly. In later top events (e.g. HR) , the failure modes
associated with the hardware are considered. HR is only questioned if RF
is successful. The procedure for switch over to cold 'leg recirculation
instructs the operators to close the two series valves in the safety
injection system mini-flow line. If the valves will not close remotely,
the procedure instructs the operators to close the valves locally.
Therefore it is not consistent to assume that the mini-flow valves are
guaranteed to fail open given failure of their electric power support.
Also, the SI mini-flow line is orificed such that the maximum flowrate
through this line is 30 gpm at the safety injection pumps discharge
pressure. At the discharge pressure of the RHR pumps the flowrate through
the mini-flow line would be much less than 30 gpm.

For all HR boundary conditions except HRC the failure to isolate the SI
mini-flow line was conservatively required for success of HR. To guarantee





the failure of HRC because of loss of power to the mini-flow valves would
be a gross conservatism considering the arguments made above. For HRC the
failure of the mini-flow valves to close was included as a failure mode,
but the valves were not guaranteed to fail due to loss of support.

In fact the cutsets involving failure to close the valves on the SI system
mini-flow line should not have been modeled as failure modes for Top Event
HR at all. In summary, the Diablo Canyon Probabilistic Risk Assessment
(DCPRA) value for top event HR is appropriate.

Comment

"If one compares the PG&E values for boundary conditions HR5 (4kV Bus F
failed) and HRA (4kV Buses F and H failed) one finds them to be very close
to each other, in spite of the increased number of unavailable buses. Upon
preliminary observation, this suggests a possible inconsistency."

es onse to Comment

A comparison of the PG&E values for boundary conditions HR5 (4kV Bus F
failed) and HRA (4kV Buses F and H failed) shows the values to be very
close to each other. The reason the two values are as close as they are
can be explained as follows.

The dominant contributor to system unavailability for both HR5 and HRA is a
cutset involving independent failure of a motor operated valve to operate
on demand. In the case of HR5 the dominant cutset is the failure of MOV
8974B (MOV 8974A is failed due to loss of bus F) to close on demand causing
failure to is'olate the RWST from the SI pumps.

In the case of HRA the dominant cutset is the failure of MOV 8804A to open
on demand causing failure of the flow path from RHR train ll to the
charging pumps. Thus, the split fraction values should be approximately
equivalent since the dominant cutset is the failure of one MOV in both
cases. The split fractions are consistent.

L Comment
3'The

PG&E calculation of HRC is in disagreement with the BNL value as well
as from the comparison of the PG&E values for boundary conditions HR8 and
HRC. HR8 is defined as a state of greater system unavailability conditions
than that of HRC. Despite this, the PG&E split fractions are almost the
same."

es onse to Comment
3'he

calculation of the PG&E value for split fraction HRC was performed
based on the following boundary condition: 4kV bus G is unavailable and
either Top Event CH or SI has failed. Failure of bus G implies that RHR
train 11 (Top Event IA) has also failed.

It would be unconservative to model success of HRC as an available flowpath
from RHR train 12, through MOV 8804B to the suction of the SI pumps as was
modeled by BNL. This is because HRC is also used to quantify boundary
condition where SI is unavailable and CH was available. To insure a





flowpath from an operating RHR train to an available high pressure
system,(CH or SI) the PG&E quantification of HRC requi.res that flow to both
high pressure systems be available. This was done by requiring that the
cross-connect between the charging and SI systems be available.

The BNL quantification of HRC did not include cutsets involving the failure
of this cross-connect. The cutsets missing from the BNL quantification
are:

1) BLOCK K
2) BLOCK L
3) D2VMOO

(1.556E-03) MOV 8807B Fails to open or transfers closed.
(2.189E-04) Manual valve 8925 transfers closed.
(8.430E-05) Common cause failure of MOVs 8807A & B to

open on demand.

If the frequency from these three cutsets is added to the BNL value for
HRC, the discrepancy between the BNL and PG&E values disappear.

The PG&E values for boundary conditions HR8 and HRC should in fact be very
similar. Descriptions of these two boundary conditions are as follows:

HR8 4kV Bus F Unavailable, Top Event CH or SI Failed, and Top
Event LA or LB Failed.

HRC 4kV Bus G Unavailable and Top Event CH or SI Failed.

The failure of 4kV Bus G guarantees failure of Top Event LA, therefore
boundary condition HRC also implies failure of Top Event LA, The only
difference between boundary condition HR8 and HRC is that 4kV bus F is
failed for HR8 and bus G for HRC. Failure of either of these split
fractions is dominated by two single MOV failures to operate on demand. For
HR8, MOV 8974B fails to close on demand and MOV 8804A failure to open on
demand are the dominant contributors. For HRC, MOV 8804B failure to open
on demand and MOV 8807B failure to open on demand are the dominant
contributors.

Some of the confusion regarding the quantification of Top Event HR may be
caused by the use of two reliability block diagrams to represent the system
success criteria. The two block diagrams for Top Event HR are shown as
Figures E.4-9 and E.4-10 of the DCPRA. Success of HR requires a flow path
from the RHR discharge to an operating high pressure system. If both the
charging and SI systems are operating, then the cross-connect between the
two high pressure systems does not need to be modeled. This situation is
modeled as shown in Figuie E.4-9. For boundary conditions that are defined
as failure of Top Event CH or SI, the cross-connect is modeled and Figure
E.4-10 is the appropriate block diagram.

The following table details the quantification of each of the boundary
conditions for Top Event HR.

HR1 All support available Use Block Diagram E.4-9.

HR2 All support available, Top Event CH or SI failed Use Block Diagram
E.4-10. Assume CH failed.
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HR3 All support available, Top Event IA or LB failed Use Block Diagram
E.4-9. Assume LA(block G) failed.

HR4 All support available, Top Event CH or SI failed and LA or LB failed
Use Block Diagram E.4-10. Assume CH and LB(block H) failed.

HR5 4KV Bus F failed Use Block Diagram E.4-9. Fail block C.

HR6 4KV Bus F failed, Top Event CH or SI failed Use Block Diagram E.4-10.
Assume CH failed. Fail block C.

HR7 4KV Bus F failed, Top Event IA or LB failed Use Block Diagram E.4-9.
Assume IA(block G) failed. Fail block C.

HRS 4KV Bus F failed, Top Event CH or SI failed and IA or LB failed Use
Block Diagram E.4-10. Assume CH and LB(block H) failed. Fail
block C.

HR9 4KV Bus F and 4KV Bus G failed Use Block Diagram E.4-9'. Fail blocks
C and G.

HRA 4KV Bus F and 4KV Bus H failed Use Block Diagram E.4-9. Fail blocks
F and H.

HRB 4KV Bus G failed Use Block Diagram E.4-9. Fail block G.

HRC 4KV Bus G failed, Top Event CH or SI failed Use Block Diagram
E.4-10 with a modification. For this boundary condition it would be
nonconservative to assume that CH is failed and SI is available. It
was assumed that success required a flow path from the discharge of
RHR pump 12 to the SI pump suction and through the cross-connect to
the charging system. This assumption requires a small change to
Figure E.4-10. The modification involves interchanging the positions
of blocks G and H. This modified version of block diagram 2 is then
quantified with blocks G and J failed.

HRD 4KV Bus H failed Use Block Diagram E.4-9. Fail blocks D, F and H.

HRE 4KV Bus H failed, Top Event CH or SI failed Use Block Diagram
E.4-10. Assume CH failed. Fail blocks D, F, H and K.

NL Comment
4'The

unavailability calculations for RCl and RC2 seem to be inconsistent
with the failure rate values provided to BNL by PG&E."

es onse to C mme
4'he

small inconsistencies identified between the PG&E and the BNL results,
particularly in the quantification of independent hardware unavailabilities
can be attributed to the method of quantification. Both point estimate and
monte carlo quantification results are provided in Chapter 6 of the Long
Term Seismic Program Report. The mean values from the monte carlo
quantification are provided in Table 6-37 of the report. The point
estimate results (i.e. found by using gust the mean values from the data
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distributions) are provided in Table 6-46 of the report. Comparison of the
point estimate results from Table 6-46 (i.e. for the case at very low
seismic levels, 0.0-0.2 g) with those computed by BNL indicates very close
agreement for split fractions RC1 and RC2. The PG6E results BNL used to
compare against are the mean values obtained by monte carlo uncertainty
analysis.

The largest difference between the results is seen to be the independent
hardware contribution for RC1. This contribution is due to both MOVs (i.e.
one for each RHR heat exchanger) failing to open on demand. The monte carlo
result is greater than BNL's because of the data dependencies between data
distributions which appear more than once in the same cutset. This is a
reflection of the fact that the mean of the square of a random variable is
greater than the square of the mean of the random variable; this follows
from the definition of the second moment of a random variable. For example
see The St tu e o Probe w t c t o s by Aram J.
Thomsian: McGraw Hill Book Co., 1969 page 326. Note that the independent
hardware contributions for RC2 are in much closer agreement. For the RC2
boundary condition (i.e. one heat exchanger unavailable) the failure of
only one MOV is modeled. Consequently, the monte carlo and point estimate
results are much closer for split fraction RC2.
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3.0 Response to Additional Information Needed for the Review

The following are PG&E responses to the additional information required for
BNL to complete its review as specified on page 8 of BNL Letter
Report-02/Rev.l.

ddit o a ton eu eet
"As Table 2.3 shows the unavailability contribution due to test (TS) was
considered to be negligible for all the boundary conditions of the present
set of top events in the DCPRA. BNL could not entirely verify this because
of lack of information about the total duration of the quarterly tests
(pump operation under miniflow condition) of SI pumps and MOVs per train of
the ECCS."

es o se o d t o a format on e uire e t
The quarterly safety injection pump operability test was assumed not to
contribute to the unavailability of the SI system because the system
alignment during the test is the same as the normal system alignment. The
test is conducted by taking suction from the RWST and pumping the water
back to the RWST through the normally open (with power removed) motor
operated valves 8974A and 8974B on the mini-flow line. This is not a full
flow test. Only about 30 gpm is returned to the RWST; consequently, the
system is never made unavailable during this test.

NL Additional I formation Re uirement

"What constitutes the monthly test of the MOVs in the ECCS to verify the
'operable pathways'ondition? What is the total duration of these tests?
Could estimates for the test contribution to the unavailability of boundary
conditions CH1, SI1, HR1, and RC1 (demonstrating that the test
contributions are indeed negligible compared to the total unavailabilities)
be provided?"

es onse to Addit onal ormat on Re uireme

The flow path from the RWST to the RCS via the charging pumps is
demonstrated as operable at least once every 31 days by verifying that each
valve (power operated, manual or automatic) in the flow path is in its
correct position.

The quarterly charging pump operability test is performed with the charging
system in its normal alignment. The pump is run on recirculation flow to
the seal water heat exchanger inlet. The system response to an SI signal
is no different during the test than during normal operation except that the
pump being tested would not be required to start. For these reasons, the
contribution to Top Event CH unavailability due to the pump tests was
assumed to be insignificant.

The safety injection actuation signals to the charging system MOVs that are
required to operate, are not disabled during the quarterly MOV stroke
tests. The valves would receive a signal to go to the actuated position if
an SI signal were initiated.
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Routine shift checks verify that the following motor operated valves are in
their correct position with power removed from the valve operators; 8703,
8802A/B, 8809A/B, 8835, 8974A/B, 8976, 8980, 8982A/B, 8992, 8701 and 8702.

Motor operated valve stroke tests that would disable both trains of an ECCS
subsystem are done when the plant is in cold shutdown or refueling. Stroke
tests of other ECCS MOVs are performed quarterly. The duration of the
stroke tests can be from 1 to 15 minutes, averaging about 5 minutes. This
would translate to an unavailability contribution of 3.8E-05 per valve. To
contribute to system unavailability, an additional failure coincident with
the stroke test would also be required to fail the opposite train of the
subsystem in question. This argument is applicable to Top Events SI, CH,
HR and RC.

It is because of the short duration of the valve operability tests, and the
fact that the actuation signals for the charging system valves are
operational during the tests that the contribution to system unavailability
of these tests is considered negligible compared to other system failure
modes.

B Additional I formation Re u rement 3

"As concerns the statement in the DCPRA that unscheduled maintenance of MOVs
in the ECCS does not require valve isolation, it is not clear what happens,if the nature of valve failure does require valve isolation'? Would the
plant shut down immediately or only after the maximum allowed outage time7"

s o se t Additio al o a o e u e e t
Unscheduled maintenance of MOVs in the ECCS system is modeled to the extent
that it is possible to perform this maintenance without violating Technical
Specification requirements. The only valves for which maintenance was not
modeled are those valves which would require the plant to be in hot standby
within one hour if the valve and consequently the entire system were made
unavailable. For these valves, any maintenance which could be performed
during power operation would not make the valve unavailable (ie., the valve
would be worked on in its required safety position). If it were necessary
to isolate such a valve to perform maintenance, then time available to
isolate, depressurize and clear the system for maintenance would greatly
exceed the Technical Specification for allowed outage time and the affected
unit would be required to shutdown.

Also, if it is apparent to plant operations that the required maintenance
will take longer than the AOT of the component/system, then the affected
unit would begin shutdown immediately.
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1.0 General Discussion

Qi

The following discussion is in response to "points which are associated
with the interpretation of the large LOCA success criteria" made in section
3.2 on pages 7 and 8 of BNL Letter Report-03, Low Pressure Functions of the
Emergency Core Cooling System. Although BNL's observations were not
presented as comments or questions directly, it is worthwhile to address
these points to avoid misunderstandings in the future.

Following this section are responses to the comments and requests for
additional information as presented in sections 3.3 and 3.4 of BNL's Letter
Report-03.

BNL Discuss o Item
a'The

large LOCA success criterion for the ECCS described in the DCFSAR
requires two of the four LP injection pathways to be available, These
pathways are interpreted by the DCPRA'as it was described above in Section
2.2) as allowing one of the pathways to be that which contains the break
and one other from the remaining three intact pathways. A more
conservative success criterion would have been to consider two available
pathways from the intact three as was done, e.g., in the Indian Point
PRA.4 The DCPRA large LOCA success criterion was defined essentially on
the basis of Westinghouse study (mentioned previously)."

es onse to tern

We believe that the assumed injection line success criteria is appropriate,
as justified in the referenced Westinghouse analysis which was performed
for large LOCA events specifically for the Diablo Canyon plant; i.e. one of
three injection lines, with the fourth cold leg injection line assumed
unavailable due to the break. Certainly assuming that two of three intact
injection lines are required would be more conservative. It is recognized
that this more conservative assumption was used in the Indian Point PRA.
However, the success criteria was in that case adopted from the FSAR and
recognized as conservative. It was not examined further because the "

assumed success criteria did not impact the overall risk results.
Similarly, we do not believe that use of the more conservative success
criteria would effect the core melt frequency results for Diablo Canyon.
For the Diablo Canyon station, the additional analysis justifying the one
of three line success criteria had been performed, and so was used. This
success criteria is more appropriate.

NL Discussion t m b

"The present large LOCA success criterion requires one available injection
path out of the three intact pathways. In addition, it assumes that the
rupture occurred in cold leg 1, instead of assuming that the rupture may
occur in any of the four cold legs. This latter assumption, when used
under appropriate conditions, can result in significant savings of time and
effort. However, when used in this particular case, it would appear to
lead to an underestimation of the split fractions."





esp e o e

The question of how many injection paths are required was addressed in the
preceding paragraphs. The Diablo Canyon Probabilistic Risk Assessment
(DCPRA) system analysi.s model does assume that the postulated rupture
occurs in cold leg 1; i.e. instead of assuming that the rupture may occur
in any of the four cold legs. We disagree that this modeling approximation
leads to an underestimation of the associated split fractions. In Figures
2.3 and 2.4 of BNL's report, the piping diagram shown indicates that there
is a normally open cross-tie line at the discharge of the RHR heat
exchangers; i.e. valves 8716A and 8716B. The presence of this normally
open cross-tie line led us to conclude that the availability of the cold
leg injection lines could be evaluated independent of whether one or both
RHR pump trains is available since all four injection lines could be
supplied by either pump train. The success block diagrams for this
equipment (i.e. Figures 2.11 and 2.12) do not explicitly show this
cross-tie, but in preparing the diagrams it was assumed that flow is
available from both pump trains. Given this set of assumptions, it should
be clear from the block diagrams that which particular cold-leg has the
break does not effect the total system availability. We fail to understand
the reviewer's assertion that it is not, accurate because "In the case of
the RHR each of two header systems feeds its own two branch lines."

The audit calculation performed to investigate this assertion appears to be
in error; i.e. the entries marked BNL2 in Table 2.3 are incorrect. BNL
provides their revised minimal cutsets for top event LI, boundary condition
LI1 in appendix A to their review report. Comparison of the minimal
cutsets listed for case A and case B reveals that for each of minimal
cutsets 5,6,9 and 10 for case A, there are 4 corresponding cutsets of the
same form for case B. This is appropriate except that the .frequency
assigned to each of these cutsets is the same as that assigned to the ones
listed for case A. It is apparent that the audit calculation failed to
include the factor of 0.25 to represent the chance that each of the four
lines is the one line which experiences the postulated break. This led to
an over counting of the contribution from the cutsets which depend on which
line is assumed to be the broken one. The total result would be the same
as that reported by PG6E, which always assumed the same injection line as
the broken one. Such an omission accounts for the discrepancy between BNL2
and BNL1.

NL Discussion Item
c'The

logic diagram for top event AC does not consider common cause failures
for the outlet check valves (valve transfer closed or fail to operate on
demand failure modes) of the accumulators. The general directives of the
DCPRA systems analysis do not allow the taking into account common cause
failures of check valves found in four separate lines from four different
water sources. However, in this case, the environmental effect due to
deposition of boric acid common in the four accumulators represents "the
common cause" for check valve failures."

s onse tern
c't

is true that common cause failures were not modeled for the outlet check
valves of the accumulators. However, the 'reason for this omission was not
because they were considered to come from independent water sources.
Common cause failures were not considered because the system success
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criteria requires three of three accumulators to in)ect for success of top
event AC. As long as one accumulator fails, failure of a second or third
accumulator is not of interest. Xn fact, for functionally series systems,
like the accumulators, the omission of common cause failures is
conservative since it results in double counting of common cause failures.





2.0 Response to Comments

The following are PG6Z responses to the comments found on pages 10 and ll
of section 3.3 of BNL Letter Report-03.

Co et
"A comparison of the AC and LI split fraction values obtained by using the
simplifying assumption that the rupture occurred in cold leg 1 (see the
entries denoted by 'BNL1') with those obtained when it is assumed that the
rupture may occur in any of the four cold legs (see the entries denoted by
'BNL2'), shows that the use of the latter assumption provides (on average)
about a factor of 1.5 higher values."

"The reasons why the application of the simplifying assumption is not as
accurate for top events LI and AC as it is for top events CH and SI (see
Letter Report-02 - on the HPI functions of the ECCS) is connected with
differences in the design features of the injection headers of the RHR
system and of the charging and safety injection systems. In the case of
the RHR each of two header systems feeds its own two branch lines. In the
case of the charging and safety injection systems, one header feeds all
four branch lines."

es onse to Comment

The DCPRA system analysis model does assume that the postulated rupture
occurs in cold leg 1; i.e. instead of assuming that the rupture may occur
in any of the four cold legs. We disagree that this modeling approximation
leads to an underestimation of the associated split fractions. In Figures
2.3 and 2.4 of BNL's report, the piping diagram shown indicates that there
is a normally open cross-tie line at the discharge of the RHR heat
exchangers; i.e. valves 8716A and 8716B. The presence of this normally
open cross-tie line means that the availability of the cold leg injection
lines could be evaluated independent of whether one or both RHR pump trains
is available since all four injection lines could be supplied by either
pump train. The success block diagrams for this equipment (i.e. Figures
2.11 and 2.12) do not explicitly show this cross-tie," but in preparing the
diagrams it was assumed that flow is available from both pump trains.
Given this set of assumptions, it should be clear from the block diagrams
that which particular cold leg has the break does not effect the total
system availability. We fail to understand the reviewer's assertion thatit is not accurate because "In the case of the RHR each of two header
systems feeds its own two branch lines."

The audit calculation performed to investigate this assertion appears to be
in error; i.e. the entries marked BNL2 in Table 2.3 are incorrect. BNL
provides their revised minimal cutsets for top event LI, boundary condition
LI1 in appendix A to their review report. Comparison of the minimal
cutsets listed for case A and case B reveals that for each of minimal
cutsets 5,6,9 and 10 for case A, there are 4 corresponding cutsets of the
same form for case B. This is appropriate except that the frequency
assigned to each of these cutsets is the same as that assigned to the ones
listed for case A. It is apparent that the audit calculation failed to
include the factor of 0.25 to represent the chance that each of the four
lines experiences the postulated break. Such an omission would easily
account for the discrepancy between BNL2 and BNLl.





"The use of a more conservative large LOCA success criterion (i.e., two
available pathways required from the intact three legs) would result in an
increase of the LI1 split fraction by more than a factor of 570. It would
also require restructuring of the large LOCA event tree."

se e

We believe that the assumed injection line success criteria is appropriate,
as justified in the referenced Westinghouse analysis which was performed
for large LOCA events specifically for the Diablo Canyon plant; i.e. one of
three injection lines, with the fourth cold leg injection line assumed
unavailable due to the break, Certainly assuming that two of three intact
injection lines are required would be more conservative. It is recognized
that this more conservative assumption was used in the Indian Point PRA.
However, the success criteria was, in that case, adopted from the FSAR and
recognized as conservative. It was not examined further because the
assumed success criteria did not impact the overall risk results.
Similarly, we do not believe that use of the more conservative success
criteria would effect the Diablo Canyon core melt frequency results. For
the Diablo Canyon station, the additional analysis justifying the one of
three line success criteria had been performed, and so was used.

BNL's comments with regard to the impact of using the suggested, more
conservative, success criteria are misleading. Note that split fraction
LI1 is not to be used for large LOCA scenarios; i.e. see Chapter 6 of the
Long-term Seismic Program report, Table 6-37. We assume that BNL is not
challenging the one of three intact injection line success criteria for
small and medium size LOCAs. Split fraction LI2 is used for Large LOCA
events, but only if top event AC fails. In the large LOCA event tree, top
event LI is only asked if top event AC fails. Top event AC includes both
the accumulators with their injection lines and the RHR cold leg injection
lines. If top event AC fails, core damage is assumed, regardless of the
status of top event LI. Top event LI is only asked to determine the status
of injection after melt. Therefore, the frequency of core damage is not
effected by changing the value of split fraction LI2. Use of the more
conservative cold leg injection line success criteria would effect the
quantification of top event AC, but only marginally so. This is because
the results for top event AC are governed by the requirement for three of
three accumulators. Changing the portion of its success criteria for the
cold leg injection from one of three intact lines to two of three injection
lines would therefore have only minimal impact; i,.e. adding some double
failure cutsets versus the single failures which govern.

Changing the success criteria from one of three injection lines to two of
three injection lines would only require requantification of the effected
top event models. The large LOCA tree would not have to be restructured.

e

"Small discrepancies were identified between PGSZ and BNL in the
quantification of certain HWIs (independent hardware unavailabilities).
BNL currently can not identify the root causes of these discrepancies."
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'he small discrepancies identified between the PG&E and the BNL results,
particularly in the quantification of certain independent hardware
unavailabilities, can be attributed to the method of quantification. Both
point estimate and monte carlo quantification results are provided in
Chapter 6 of the Long Term Seismic Program Report. The mean values from
the monte carlo quantification are provided in Table 6-37 of the report.
The point estimate results (i.e. found by using just the mean values from
the data distributions) are provided in Table 6-46 of the report.
Comparison of the point estimate results from Table 6-46 (i.e. for the case
at very low seismic levels, 0.0-0.2 g) with those computed by BNL indicates
very close agreement for most split fractions. For example, PG&E's point
estimate values for AC1 and LIl are 6.432E-03 and 3.380E-06. These compare
directly with those computed by BNL; i.e. case BNL1. The point estimate
result reported for split fraction LB8 (i.e. 3.641E-02) is virtually the
same as that computed by BNL.

The monte carlo versus point estimate quantification differences appear to
account for the discrepancies between the PG&E and BNL results for split
fractions LB2 and LB5. These differences appear for a couple of reasons.
For both of these split fractions, PG&E's human error contribution to the
joint probability of both trains failing is slightly less than that
computed by BNL. The human error term is equal to the human error rate
ZHELA2, which is the frequency of the operator's failing to turn off both
of the RHR pumps when the actuation signal occurs, but the pumps cannot
inject because the RCS pressure is too high. It appears that the human
error rate mean value does not exactly match the sample mean of the human
error rate distribution when monte carlo was performed. A slight
underestimate of the sample mean is found, as might be expected by
approximating the assumed lognormal distribution by a 20 bin histogram.
This difference is, however, minor.

A second reason for these differences is more complex. The hardware,
maintenance, and human error contributions listed for split fractions LB2
and LB5 are in terms of the unavailability of both trains of RHR. To obtain
the conditional failure frequency of train B given failure of train A, the
unavailability of both trains must be divided by the failure frequency of
the first train. Depending on how this division is carried out, one can
get different answers when monte carlo error propagation is performed. If
the point estimate of the failure frequency for both trains down is simply
divided by the point estimate for the unavailability of train A, an answer
similar to BNL's is obtained. This was not the approach chosen for the
DCPRA. Instead, the equations for failure of both trains were combined with
the equations for failure of train A, and monte carlo quantification then
performed for the complete set to give the conditional failure frequency of
train B given failure of train A. This approach gives a slightly lower
mean value than the approach followed by BNL. Either approach is only an
approximation to the true mean of the frequency of the accident sequence.
The results indicate that the approach followed in the DCPRA yields
slightly lower estimates than the approach followed by BNL. The difference
in the two approaches is not sufficient to effect the overall accuracy in
the quantification.





"-Another small discrepancy between the DCPRA and BNL was found in the
calculation of LI2. The source of the discrepancy is not known at this
time."

es o se to Co e t
The source of the difference between the PG6Z and the BNL results for split
fraction LI2 is probably due to the method of quantification; i.e monte
carlo versus point estimate quantification. Split fraction LI2 was
requantified using point estimates. A value of,5.25e-6 was obtained, which
is very close to that obtained by BNL. The monte carlo result is greater
than BNL's because of the data dependencies between data distributions
which appear more than once in the same cutset. This is a reflection of
the fact that the mean of the square of a random variable is greater than
the square of the mean of the random variable. This follows directly from
the definition of the second moment of a random variable. For example see

e Structure of Probabi t eo w cat ons by Aram J. Tomsian:
McGraw Hill Book Co., 1969 page 326.
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3.0 Response to Additional Information
~ ~

The following are PG&E responses to the
BNL to complete its review as specified
Letter Report-03.

Needed for the Review

additional information required for
on page ll in section 3.4 of BNL

"As Table 2.3 shows, the unavailability contribution due to test (TS) was
considered to be negligible for all the boundary conditions of the present
set of top events in the DCPRA. BNL could not entirely verify this because
of lack of information about the total duration of the monthly and
quarterly tests (pump operation aligned for recirculation to RWST) of RHR
pumps and MOVs per train of the ECCS."

e o eto o a oeuet
Test alignments were assumed to contribute negligibly for all of the ECCS
top events. Test alignments were quantified for other systems modeled in
the DCPRA. Such tests were neglected for the ECCS top events either
because the system is not degraded during the tests, or because the tests

'reso short as to not be significant compared to other system failures.
Recall that the total unavailability of one train of RHR is about 2.0E-02
and of both RHR trains, 4.7E-03.

During the quarterly RHR pump tests, the RHR pumps are not aligned to
recirculate back to the RWST. Instead, the RHR pumps are operated in
miniflow; i.e. flow is from the discharge of the RHR heat exchangers back
to the suction of the pumps. As long as the RCS pressure is high, the
miniflow valves remain open to protect the pumps. If RCS pressure drops
sufficiently to permit RHR injection, the miniflow valves automatically
close. Therefore, the system is not disabled during the test, but only
requires the miniflow valve to reclose. The combination of the test (1 hour
out of 2160) and the associated miniflow valve failing to close (1.65E-3
per demand) is a small contribution (7.6E-7) to the total system failure
frequency. Moreover, the resulting diversion of flow would only be
significant for large LOCAs, if at all.
The MOV quarterly stroke tests, performed while at power, are of very short
duration. Assuming a five minute period in which the valves are positioned
off-normal, this would only translate to an offnormal alignment fraction of
3.8E-5 per valve, which is very small compared to the pump failure rates in
the same train. None of the valves which, if misaligned would disable
both trains of the RHR system, are tested with the reactor at power. Those
which are tested could be easily reopened if necessary. Consequently, we
believe that the unavailabilities due to valve stroke testing are also
negligible.

dd t o al a e

"Could estimates for the test contribution to the unavailability be provided
by PG6E demonstrating that the test contributions are indeed negligible
compared to the total unavai.labilitiesf"
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Estimates for the test contributions to the total ECCS system
unavailability could be provided. However, we believe the arguments
presented in the response to item 1 above should suffice to demonstrate
that their contributions are indeed negligible.

dd t o a I o at o

"The plant-specific failure rates of check valves exposed to boric acid
deposition and corrosion for both independent and common cause failures are
needed as discussed in Section 3.2."

es o se o t o a o at me

BNL has requested the plant-specific failure rates of check valves exposed
to boric acid deposition and corrosion for both independent and common
cause failures. As discussed in the response to the BNL observations
described in section 3.2 of their report, common cause failures involving
the accumulator outlet check valves are not of interest. This is because
of the three of three accumulator success criteria assumed for large'OCA
events. Because of the success criteria assumed, omission of common cause
failures, in this instance, is actually conservative since it results in a
double counting of common cause failures.

The plant-specific data collected from operation of Diablo Canyon units 1
and 2, included records of 4300 check valve demands to open. No check valve
failures were reported. In light of this evidence, we see no plant
specific evidence that would justify separate failure rates for check
valves to distinguish between those which are exposed to boric acid and
those which are not.

Diablo Canyon has more recently (i.e. not in the period in which plant
specific data was collected) experienced some problems with check valve
bolts. These problems were not associated with boric acid exposure. They
occurred in the hot leg injection lines, where the water was trapped, and
not deoxygenated. The problems were not sufficient to cause failure of the
valves to function; i.e. to open on demand or to reseat. Since the
accumulator check valves are not exposed to a similar environment, these
problems are not applicable.
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